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Early days of the National Action Plan
• Starting from Conventional (supply side, technology heavy, high carbon
price) towards Sustainability approaches (low carbon price, demand
reduction, material substitution, behaviour change)
• This tension still remains

• Attempts to link climate action and development planning (co-benefits
leading to collective welfare gain – social benefits of carbon reduction)
• First attempts with MDGs (dominance of adaptive capacities – generic, not specific)
• Development planning and climate action ‘forced’ to fit
• Limited evidence – at crude scales, very little evidence to support specific
interventions, ‘people’ were not considered
• Confusion – disasters (climate induced or otherwise)- prevention, mitigation, loss of
life & assets, rebuilding

Around the same time…..2005 (just before
th
11 FYP)
• Cities started gaining importance
• Infrastructure and provision of basic services was the problem?
• Lets build massive public infrastructure
• Are infrastructure choices locking us in some typical ways? Is it
climate aligned? Have we been careful in locating key infrastructure?
• Local planning vs top down architecture
• Money was important, cities and regions struggled with money

Between 2007 – now, we are still searching….
For an alignment: Climate change response (adaptation, mitigation)
and sustainable development
• What Synergies exist between adaptive capacity and sustainable
development.
• What factors contribute to this synergy, and
• how policies to enhance adaptive capacity can reinforce sustainable
development and vice versa.
• Further understanding of adaptation is likely to require learning-by-doing
approaches, through accumulation of practical experience – limited evidence

Technical Summary: IPCC AR5 WGII (2014) – another
complexity (someone is more at risk and complex
factors define that risk)

Tensions of old knowledge and complexities
that define the new ‘India’
• Changes (social, economic, environmental) are happening very fast and we
neither have the capacity or knowledge frameworks to make sense of these rapid
changes
• Urbanisation (50% population living in cities by 2050)
• Structural transformation, bypassing of manufacturing – service sector oriented
economic development
• Poverty, inequality persist
• Challenges with respect to provision of basic services
• Governance & Institutions (right institutions, jurisdiction, multi-levels)
• Environmental degradation and natural resource mismanagement concerns
• Rural economy collapsing, Internal migration
• Social fractures persist

The big challenge is….
• Climate action and its links to other challenges
• The tensions are defined by what problem is being solved but there is
no explicit capacity to ‘define’ this and codify it
• Is it a job problem?
• Are we addressing poverty, inequality?
• Is it about resource management?

• Every definitional challenge will require a different kind of
governance/institutional response
• Climate action and development planning: links still weak,
mainstreaming of climate action is a work in progress

The big challenge
• How to connect various risk reduction measures: adaptation,
mitigation, disaster risk reduction, poverty reduction
• Challenges of time and spatial scale
• Challenges of institutional coordination
• Challenges of resource synergies
• Its important to understand what contributes to what aspect of risk
reduction and how are they all connected

How should we normatively respond and what the
challenges are? (Satterthwaite, 2014)
1. Governments face new obligations to address risks. Most claim that they
lack funding, resources, knowledge and capacities to do so.
2. All four aspects (climate mitigation and adaptation, poverty reduction and
disaster risk reduction) seek to reduce risk. Although they may highlight
different risks, there are many overlaps.
3. All four aspects include as a priority - attention to vulnerable populations
and measures that can be identified to reduce or remove the risks they face;
there are also many overlaps in these across the four aspects.
4. What is more difficult to know is that how to assess and rank priorities.
But priorities need to be influenced by the needs and demands of those who
are most at risk & they need to be supported by good local information.

Three key ideas that needs attention….
• Tipping point/risk traps and temporal & spatial idea of equilibrium
(micro hot spots) – governance?
• People and systems at the margin

• Addressing the cost-benefit asymmetry (distributional consequences
are important)
• Creates a framework that legitimises investments

• Asset accumulation and the role of the local government
• What assets, how can be facilitated

• An orientation towards ‘fairness’: does a livelihood focus allow that?

In the context of, for e.g., relocation risk….
• Recognizing that risk is embedded within a larger narrative of urban
poverty and regional development dynamics, and risk assessment
warrants an approach that acknowledges these complexities.
• Situating risk assessment (all costs and benefits) and mitigation
strategies within the broader frameworks of poverty, accumulation
strategies and capacities
• Helps to understand structural and specific drivers of negative and positive
outcomes and the interlinkages therein.

Recognizing Interaction of social,
environmental and economic dynamics
• Need to understand climate change within an interlinked set of
dynamic processes – typically a combination of environmental, social,
economic, cultural, political and administrative changes.
• Dynamic framing shapes how we approach problem solving. For
example, how multiple knowledge systems and our understanding
have come together to shape how extreme weather events translate
into particular outcomes.

Interrogating the ‘solution’ space: key questions

Contd…

We can do only much: An example from
informal settlements in the urban context

The challenge is to prioritise risk reduction through the
existing programmatic frame

Making sense of adaptation typologies

Effective adaptation as a strategy of risk
reduction: Multiple framings and objectives
1. Effective adaptation as efficiency
2. Effective adaptation as enhanced resilience
3. Effective adaptation as reduced vulnerability and enhanced adaptive
capacity
4. Effective adaptation as good governance
5. Effective adaptation as just and equitable action
6. Effective adaptation as sustainable adaptation
7. Effective adaptation as avoided maladaptation
8. Effective adaptation as community based adaptation
9. Effective adaptation as ecosystems based adaptation

Guard against Maladaptation

Eakin et al. 2014
To address this fuzzy space between adaptation and development,
Eakin et al. (2014) put forth a useful heuristic framework to
understand adaptive capacity by delineating it into generic capacity,
which addresses deficiencies in basic human development needs, and
specific capacity, which addresses the tools and skills needed to
anticipate and effectively respond to specific risks.
As per the framework, societies are categorized into four quadrants:
‘poverty trap’ (where individuals and communities have low specific
and generic capacities and face chronic stress and remain trapped in a
situation of deprivation); ‘safety-first populations’ (individuals and
communities are asset poor but have capacities to manage current
risks); ‘safe development paradox’ (a situation where system-level
generic capacities are high, populations have high levels of education,
health, economic productivity but have limited ability to cope with
climatic risks); and ‘sustainable adaptation’ (conditions where
specific and generic capacities are high and lead to outcomes of
sustainable and potentially transformative adaptation).

Climate action and development agenda can go together: We need to
make the connections, maximise synergy and minimize tradeoffs – its
possible but hard work

